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In her daily newsletter distributed on July 13, 2021, Monica Oss, CEO of Open Minds, discusses 
the growth in popularity of digital-first mental health companies and why they have become the 
darlings of private equity investment.  She indicates the primary reason, and as identified by 
keynoters at the 2021 OPEN MINDS Strategy & Innovation Institute, is that these digital first 
mental health providers have taken the friction out of the care process by providing digital access 
to mental health treatment.  What these companies seem to lack, however, is a cohesive back 
office digital first approach to match their client facing technologies. 
 
Enter ScerIS, an innovative software development company in Massachusetts who is simplifying 
the way their clients can manage their access, licensing and support for the countless number of 
back-office processes that can be addressed by their productivity platform, ETCETERA®.  This all-
in-one approach has taken the friction out of the operational effectiveness of their clients by 
providing content services, content-enriched work processes and the ability to utilize 
visualizations and reporting via dashboard presentations of the key performance metrics of an 
organization. 
 
Based on a seldom-used cloud deployment model of concurrent user licensing and the bundling 
of professional services in support of client objectives, ScerIS has created an all too easy and cost- 
predictive cloud model for back-office efficiency that matches the convenience and accessibility 
of the client-facing part of the business.  All back-office functionality (contracts, HR, finance, 
compliance, sales order, shipping information, etc.) requirements can be achieved on a single 
hosted system employing a hybrid or private access model, reducing the cost of IT delivery for the 
organization and returning that value to the clinical side of the house for the growth of their digital 
first initiatives. 
 
Ms. Oss is correct that private equity investment has grown considerably in this sector, but 
without a cohesive plan that addresses all aspects of the business, not just digital client care, these 
companies are only using one leg to run on - and it isn’t just in digital-first mental health 
companies that this occurs.  This is a fault of many not-for-profit companies who think that the 
business side of things will catch up to the client side of things, but it never quite does, leaving 
them farther behind the competition with their deeper pocketed rivals.   
 
As any good engineer will tell you, the structure of the building is only as good as its foundation.  
That is where ScerIS provides the much-needed expertise to an agile yet predictable business 
model that your company can grow with.   
 
To assist that growth, ScerIS also has a self-sponsored grant program for not-for-profits that 
provides licensing of their ETCETERA® software platform at no cost.  To find out more about the 
grant program, contact John Rainone at jrainone@sceris.com or (978) 218-5025. 
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Dan Furbush has been President of ScerIS’ Informatics Group for over 
20 years. A talented practitioner of process improvement 
methodologies across a wide range of industries, Mr. Furbush 
methodically engages customers relying on his 30 plus years of 
experience providing suggestions for refined processes, strategic 
analysis and solution recommendations that help to drive bottom line 
improvements, improved employee & customer satisfaction, growth 
and a competitive industry advantage. 

 
About ScerIS, Inc: 
 
Founded in 1993, ScerIS is the developer of ETCETERA® – the Application Platform for nearly 
everything.  A resource to organizations spanning sixteen major markets, ScerIS also provides 
Managed Cloud Services, Professional and Outsourced Services. 
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